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Introduction


3. Two of the most frequently cited works focusing on labor’s response to technological change are David Brody, Steelworkers in America: The Non-Union Era (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1960); and David Montgomery, Workers’ Control in America (New York: Cambridge University Press, 1979).

4. For a general overview of the literature on government-business relations, see Thomas K. McCraw, “Regulation in America: A Review Article,” Business History Review 49 (Summer 1975): 159–83; Louis Galambos, “Technology, Political Economy, and


**Chapter One: Working Scales in Industrial America**


5. Ibid., 18. The primary source of data for this analysis was occupational statistics of the U.S. Census for 1870, 1880, 1890, and 1900. See *Compendium of the Ninth Census* (Washington, D.C., 1872), 604–7, table 65; *Compendium of the Tenth Census* (Washington, D.C., 1883), 1368–69, table 103; *Compendium of the Eleventh Census* (Washington, D.C., 1897), 396, table 741; and *Occupations at the Twelfth Census* (Washington, D.C., 1904), 1, table 4. Only the 1870 census distinguished between “musicians” and “music teachers.” In that year there were 6,519 musicians (only 173 of whom were women) and 9,491 music teachers (5,580 women). Subsequent census reports combined these two categories.


9. Constitution and By-laws of the Washington Musical Protection Union, 1865, in Bagley Collection; Body Meetings from January 1904 to December 1913, 495, Papers of Boston Musicians’ Association, Local 9 of the American Federation of Musicians, Boston. Also Price List of the American Federation of Musicians, Local 103, MIC 155, vol. 1 (1891), 19–20, AFM Microfilm, OHS.

10. Constitution and By-laws of the Washington Musical Protection Union, 1865, in Bagley Collection; Price List of the American Federation of Musicians, Local 103, MIC 155, vol. 1 (1891), 23, AFM Microfilm, OHS. Leiter states that musicians were “barely able to eke out a living.” Leiter, Musicians and Petrillo, 11.


12. The 1865 constitution of the Washington Musical Protective Union stated that members must “refuse to perform in any orchestra or band in which any person or persons are employed who are not members of this Union.” Constitution and Rules of Order of the Washington Musical Protective Union. (Washington, D.C.: Gibson Brothers, 1865), 6, in Bagley Collection. The 1906 constitution of the Los Angeles musicians’ union Local 47 forbade members to supply nonunion musicians with information regarding the union price list and directory. A fine of up to $100 could be levied against violators. In 1924 the fine was up to $200. Members had to obtain the union’s permission even to teach or conduct nonunion musicians. Constitution and By-laws of the MMPA of Los Angeles, 1906, 20, and Constitution and By-laws, 1924, in Bagley Collection.

13. Countryman, “Organized Musicians,” 76; Robert Lee Humes, “Labor Relations and the American Federation of Musicians: Six Locals in Pennsylvania” (master’s thesis, Pennsylvania State University, 1965), 67. Humes indicates that some unions required applicants to obtain recommendations from two union members, usually band-leaders. Local amateur bands, variously organized by fire or police departments, American Legion posts or other patriotic groups, and public or private schools, were sources of competition for union musicians. Employers often preferred amateur bands because they worked free or for only nominal sums. Union objections to the use of such bands often aroused the ire of the community, but union officers always objected to amateur performances that took jobs away from union musicians. Unions thus worked to limit performances by amateur groups to occasions that were not competitive or commercially oriented, such as church functions and patriotic occasions. See Constitution and By-laws of the MMPA of Los Angeles, 1937, in Bagley Collection; and letters from union officials to local musical groups, 1934–41, Papers of Local 47.


15. Sue-Ellen Hershman, “What’s in a Number? The History and Merger of Local 535,” Interlude, January–February 1993, 4; Donald Spivey, Union and the Black Musi-

16. Pianist Samuel Johnson, violinist George Bridgetower, and guitarist Justin Holland, all African Americans, were among the nation’s best-known concert musicians in the late nineteenth century, when several black women also gained fame as vocalists. Marie Selika and Elizabeth Taylor Greenfield, for example, distinguished themselves as concert sopranos, the latter once singing before Queen Victoria; Spivey, Union and the Black Musician, 5–7. See also William Barlow, Looking up at Down: The Emergence of Blues Culture (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1989), 119; and Susan Curtis, Dancing to a Black Man’s Tune: A Life of Scott Joplin (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 1994).


18. Ibid., 61–63. In the early twentieth century Thomas apparently recorded more than twenty of his songs for some of the nation’s first recording companies.


20. Eleventh Census (1890), 396, table 74. A few women served as secretary-treasurers of local unions. See George Seltzer, Music Masters: The Performer and the American Federation of Musicians (Metuchen, N.J.: Scarecrow, 1989), 213–14; Overture, May 1950, 10; and April 1950, 38. See also Roell, Piano in America, 13–16. The fact that women could and did rely on one another to learn to play musical instruments no doubt encouraged women to study music.


22. Ninth Census (1870), 604–7, table 65; Tenth Census (1880), 1368–69, table 103. Census reports of later years did not indicate musicians’ nativity. Obituaries in the Chicago musicians’ trade paper, Intermezzo (June 1940, 10, and October 1940, 11), offer insight into the ethnic diversity of musicians in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. Of eight musicians mentioned, three were American-born; two were born in Czechoslovakia, one in Norway, and one in Poland. The birthplace of another was unknown. Most had been longtime members of Chicago Local 10. All issues of Intermezzo cited in this study are located in AFM Local 10, Chicago.


24. Ibid.


26. American Musician, May 1, 1898, 2. Also Official Proceedings, 1947, 279. Leiter notes that the NLM had fifteen locals in 1887; in 1896 it had seventy-nine locals repre-


31. Loft, “Musicians,” 373. Miller insisted that locals “must sacrifice some autonomy to strengthen the national body.” NLM leaders often wore Prince Albert coats and silk hats to annual conventions; hence their nicknames. *International Musician*, May 1940, 1.

32. Loft, “Musicians,” 377; *American Musician*, May 1, 1898, 3–4. Gompers actually began admitting local unions of musicians to the AFL in 1891.

33. Steeper, “Civil Rights in the American Federation of Musicians,” 6. Specific duties of the president included presiding at all meetings of the executive board, signing official documents, appointing all committees, and reporting on his activities in an annual report. The ability of the president to annul provisions of the constitution has been cited as evidence that the union was a dictatorship. In fact, this power could be used only under special circumstances; it was used only a few times and for such purposes as setting aside dues payments for members in the armed forces, or for changing the dates of conventions. Locals repeatedly insisted on keeping this provision intact.

34. *American Musician*, May 1, 1898, 3–4, and Miller, “History of the AFM,” clipping in Bagley Collection. Also John Scott Kubach, “Unemployment and the American Federation of Musicians: A Case Study of the Economic Ramifications of Technological Innovations and Concomitant Governmental Policies Relative to the Instrumental Employment Opportunities of the Organized Professional Musicians” (master’s thesis, Ohio University, 1957), 35–36. Delegates of the first AFM convention agreed that in jurisdictions where two locals existed, the locals must amalgamate within three months, and AFL officials would grant a charter to the local making the most legitimate effort to consolidate. As the AFM’s first president, Miller drew up plans for the union’s second national convention, held in Kansas City in May 1897.

35. The union gave no local more than ten votes at annual conventions. Also, provisions of the constitution could be amended or repealed by majority vote at the annual convention. (In 1906 the ten-vote maximum rule was amended to give larger locals more power in the enactment of new laws.) Furthermore, the AFM gave more autonomy to local unions. Not only did each local set its own wage scales and rules regarding working conditions, but it also maintained the right to discipline or expel members so long as a formal hearing was held. Members had the right to appeal the local’s decision to the national executive board. Countryman, “Organized Musicians,” 59.
36. Ibid. See also Loft, "Musicians," 382. The Jackson County District Court issued the injunction.

37. American Musician, May 1, 1898, 2-4. The league distributed its remaining funds at the 1904 convention. Relations between the federation and its New York local remained testy for nearly two decades. In 1921, when New York refused to accept transfer cards from traveling musicians, the federation suspended its New York branch and chartered a new local in the city, Local 802. The new union quickly absorbed the membership of its predecessor, Local 310, and assumed control over labor relations in the New York music sector. For a closer look at the evolution of New York locals, see Leiter, Musicians and Petrillo, 28-32.


39. Leiter concluded that in 1905 the AFM "had developed a position of more complete control over its business . . . than that occupied by any other union in the American Federation of Labor." Leiter, Musicians and Petrillo, 24-25.

40. Kubach, "Unemployment and the American Federation of Musicians," 35. Miller's salary was probably supplemented by wages he earned as president of AFM Local 2 in St. Louis. He apparently did not begin his duties as editor of International Musician until 1904.

41. International Musician, December 1950, 7. The date of Weber's birth is unclear, since one source states that he was born in 1865. It is also unclear how old he was when he came to America; two sources say fourteen, another says nine. In 1929 Weber was elected vice president of the AFL.

42. Ibid., August 1940, 1; December 1950, 7; Seltzer, Music Matters, 12-14; Kubach, "Unemployment and the American Federation of Musicians," 36. Seltzer provides sketches of other individuals who played prominent roles in the formation of the AFM. His picture suggests a strong German American influence. The first vice president was German-born George Nachman, who worked in the Odeon Theater in Baltimore for twenty-six years. The second vice president was Christian Ahbe, violinist and cornet player, also German-born. Ahbe had been a member of the Voss' First Regiment Band in Newark, New Jersey, for nearly twenty-five years. The first secretary of the AFM was Swiss-born Jacob J. Schmalz, also a performing musician. In the 1870s Schmalz apparently moved to Cincinnati, where he played an active role in the formation of the AFM. He had been one of the founders of the NLM.

43. International Musician, August 1940, 1.

44. Constitution and By-laws of the Musical Protective Association, 1872, 23, in Bagley Collection. Civilian protests of military performances dated back to 1824, when the War Department began granting extra leaves of absences for enlisted musicians. The increased opportunities for work (and income), the department hoped, would induce more musicians to join and remain in the service.

45. Official Proceedings, 1932, 36-37. The Army and Navy Appropriation Acts increased the pay of military bands. See also Countryman, "Organized Musicians," 73; Leiter, Musicians and Petrillo, 38-40; and Commons, "Musicians of St. Louis and New York," 316-17. Commons explains that the presence of one military band in St. Louis "at all times compelled [civilian bands] to adjust their prices to what managers said they could get the Army for."
46. Countryman, “Organized Musicians,” 74. Circuses and fairs were especially likely to hire foreign musicians. When American cities held great fairs at the turn of the century, the AFM sent circulars to musical circles in Europe warning of unscrupulous agents who contracted musicians without mentioning America’s high cost of living. Loft, “Musicians,” 302. The MMPU adopted a contract labor policy of its own. Members were prohibited from performing with any foreign musician for six months after the foreigner’s arrival. New York Herald, July 16, 1891, clipping in Bagley Collection.

47. New York Daily Journal, undated clipping in Bagley Collection; Official Proceedings, 1932, 33–35. In 1932 AFM president Joseph Weber told Congress that the law was hypocritical and did not reflect the intention of the original lawmakers. “All an emigrant has to do,” Weber said, “is put a musical instrument under his arm, claim to have a musical engagement here, and remain here, even though he may desert his music the next day.” Such interpretation of the law, he explained, led to greater competition for American laborers in other trades. In demanding an amendment to the 1885 law, Weber said, “Music is an art, but it does not follow that every musician is an artist.” Ninety-five percent of immigrant musicians, he suggested, were not. On March 17, 1932, President Herbert Hoover signed House Bill Number 8335, which amended the contract labor law.

48. Loft, “Musicians,” 361–62; Official Proceedings of the Twelfth Annual Convention of the NLM, 14, in Bagley Collection. The NLM had similarly accommodated what amounted to national membership by allowing members to transfer from one affiliate to another for a small fee, which practice was common in all craft unions at the time.

49. Constitution and By-laws of the MMPA of Local 47, Los Angeles, 1911, in Bagley Collection. By 1920 traveling bands were required to charge employers a 30 percent surcharge in excess of local union wage rates and to charge for transportation costs “by railroad or otherwise.” The Thirty Percent Law, which applied only to engagements of a week or longer, was superseded in 1934 by the Ten Percent Law, which demanded an extra 10 percent collection over standard wage rates for every engagement, even one lasting a single day. Surcharges were split among the members who played the engagement, the local in whose jurisdiction the engagement was played, and the national headquarters. “Notice to all Locals,” from Harry Brenton, treasurer of AFM, 1934, and “Notice to all Locals,” from AFM president Weber, February 26, 1935, Papers of Local 47.

50. Spivey, Union and the Black Musician, 9–10, 52–54; Hershman, “What’s in a Number?” 5; International Musician, July 1944, 1.

51. Hershman, “What’s in a Number?” 4–5. The first president of Local 535 was Bill Smith; the first secretary-treasurer was Harry Hicks. Hershman notes that Local 535 evolved from meetings in a Boston music store and booking office.

Chapter Two: Boom and Bust in Early Movie Theaters

1. The Motion Picture 2, no. 5, p. 3, clipping in Bagley Collection. See also New York Times, April 24, 1895.

2. Official Proceedings, 1929, 43–44. In 1913 sidemen traveling with vaudeville shows earned approximately $50 a week, and leaders $75. Body Meetings from January 1904 to December 1913, 495, Papers of Boston Musicians’ Association, Local 9 of the Ameri-


4. Quotation from Roell, *Piano in America*, 52. On photoplayers, see Bowers, *Nickelodeon Theatres and Their Music*, 131-70. Operators could even replace music rolls while the instruments played, although this was not easy.

5. Roell, *Piano in America*, 52; Bowers, *Nickelodeon Theatres and Their Music*, 131–70. Photoplayer sales were strongest from 1913 to 1923, before the introduction of large theater organs.


10. *Monthly Labor Review*, 33 (November 1931): 1006–7; *Film Daily*, October 22, 1929, 1; *Overture*, November 1926, 14; *Official Proceedings*, 1929, 14; *International Musician*, January 1954, 34. In 1928 Weber estimated that ten thousand musicians held full-time jobs in hotels, cafés, and restaurants, and that another fifteen hundred worked in traveling bands. *Intermezzo*, April 1928, 9. In Columbus, theater musicians in 1891 earned $16 a week (with or without Sunday performances), and their leaders
made $25. In 1920, theater musicians in Columbus could earn $45.50 a week, and their leaders $68.25. Price Lists of the American Federation of Musicians, Local 103, MIC 155, vol. 1 (1891), 24, and MIC 155, vol. 11 (1921), 5, AFM Microfilm, OHS.


12. Overture, September 15, 1926, 3. Overture, the trade paper of AFM Local 47, was published twice a month until 1927, when it changed to a one-a-month format. See also MIC 155, vol. 11 (1921), 3, and vol. 6 (1914), 23, AFM Microfilm, OHS.


14. Overture, September 15, 1926, 1, 6; September 1927, 2. By 1927 Overture had changed from a bimonthly to a monthly trade paper.


20. Since keys occasionally failed and wires sometimes loosened, organists often had to repair their instruments on the spot. See Hall, Best Remaining Seats, 183, 198. Also Musician, November 1919, 8; Overture, August 1928, 21–22; September 1930, 10; June 1930, 22; and Dennis James, “Performing with Silent Films,” in McCarty, Film Music I, 65–66. Some of the more famous theater organists included Jesse Crawford, Albert Hay Malotte, Henry Murtagh, and Oliver G. Wallace. Address by Farny R. Wurlitzer to American Association of Theatre Organ Enthusiasts, July 6, 1964, in Bowers, Nickelodeon Theatres and Their Music, 200–203.


22. Ibid.

23. Ibid.

25. Ibid., July 1, 1926, 8; July 15, 1926, 8. Union bylaws typically demanded that if management required musicians to wear special costumes, management provided the costumes and paid each musician an additional fee of $2 a week to wear them. “Blacking up” to appear as “colored” musicians required an additional fee of $2 per performance. MIC 155, vol. 11 (1921), 1-3, and vol. 3 (1903), 23, AFM Microfilm, OHS.


27. Overture, September 1930, 2; July 1, 1926, 18. Wages in dance halls, restaurants, and hotels also improved during this period. Leiter, Musicians and Petrillo, 80.

28. Warners advertised its name only as “Warner Bros.” Joel Swenson, “The Entrepreneur’s Role in Introducing the Sound Motion Picture,” Political Science Quarterly 63 (September 1948): 411. See also McCarty, Film Music I, 74-77.


30. Douglas Gomery, “The Coming of Sound to the American Cinema: Transformation of an Industry” (Ph.D. diss., University of Wisconsin–Madison, 1975), 304. Historians’ estimates of the cost of purchasing and installing sound systems vary widely; this is due partly to the fact that prices varied according to the quality of equipment purchased. According to Overture, sound systems and installation costs ranged from $6,500 to $25,000. Overture, June 1928, 19. Swenson maintains that costs ranged from $16,000 to $25,000. Swenson, “Entrepreneur’s Role,” 411. As a result of sound films, net profits for producers went up 400 percent between 1927 and 1929. Sklar notes that much of the savings theater owners gained by cutting live talent went to producers, who demanded higher rental rates for sound movies. Sklar, Movie-Made America, 152.

31. Film Daily, October 28, 1929, 1; Robert Sobel, RCA (New York: Stein and Day, 1986), 80. Film Daily reported that thirty-five hundred theaters had been wired for sound by 1930. Sobel states that by early 1929 four thousand theaters had been wired or were in the process of conversion. He maintains that by 1929 theaters had spent $37 million on sound equipment. See also Sklar, Movie-Made America, 152; Garth Jowett, Film: The Democratic Art (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1976), 475; and Balio, American Film Industry, 113.

32. Exhibitors promised that sound films would evoke “the highest emotional expression.” “In the history of motion pictures,” one advertisement for Don Juan explained, “no production has ever so combined the qualities of entertainment and box office power.” See Carl Laemmle, “The Business of Motion Pictures,” in Balio, American Film Industry, 162–66; Motion Picture Classics, August 1929, 6; October 1929, 99; and Exhibitor’s Herald, February 12, 1927, 14–15.

33. Film Daily, October 28, 1929, 1; Sklar, Movie-Made America, 152.

34. [Chicago] Federation News, September 4, 1926, 7; September 18, 1926, 1–2. The wages of bandleaders in Chicago theaters were often one and a half times higher than the wages of sidemen.

35. Ibid., September 15, 1928, 14.
36. Interview with John TeGroen, former president of Los Angeles Local 47 of the AFM, Los Angeles, March 7, 1987. TeGroen remembered that when AFM president Weber heard new electrical phonographic recordings in “about 1924,” he reportedly said, “That’s beautiful, but it will never replace live musicians.” See also Overture, January 1928, 18-19; and Behlmer, “Tumult, Battle, and Blaze,” 45.

37. Overture, August 1927, 1; June 1928, 19; November 1928, 18.


40. Gomery, “Coming of Sound,” 299; Exhibitor’s Herald, September 15, 1928, 19; October 27, 1928, 26; Motion Picture News, September 8, 1928, 785.

41. Exhibitor’s Herald, October 27, 1928, 26. Estimates of the number of theaters in Chicago in 1928 range from 250 to nearly 400, depending on the source consulted and, apparently, on the definition of the metropolitan area used. Federation News, September 6, 1928, 2; Los Angeles Citizen, September 7, 1928. See also Cohen, Making a New Deal, 130.

42. Gomery, “Coming of Sound,” 302-4; Exhibitor’s Herald, September 15, 1928, 58; Motion Picture News, September 15, 1928, 845.

43. Overture, June 1929, 7; Official Proceedings, 1930, 32.

44. Overture, June 1929, 13; Leiter, Musicians and Petrillo, 60.

45. Los Angeles Citizen, August 3, 1928.


47. American Federationist, September 1931, 1070; Film Daily, October 24, 1929, 10; Official Proceedings, 1931, 36-37; 1930, 32; Monthly Labor Review 27 (November 1928): 1029-30; Federation News, November 9, 1929. Ironically, a union suffering from a communications revolution utilized mass media to communicate its problem to the public and enlist public help.

48. Exhibitor’s Herald, September 7, 1929, 29; September 21, 1929, 36; Film Daily, November 15, 1929, 7; December 2, 1929, 7; August 28, 1930, 1; September 14, 1930, 1; September 19, 1930, 1.

49. Film Daily, September 12, 1930, 1; December 22, 1930, 1; October 3, 1930, 3.


51. Balio, American Film Industry, 216-20; Film Daily, October 3, 1930, 3.

52. Cohen, Making a New Deal, 128-30. All of Chicago’s fifty largest theaters apparently featured sound movies. See also Sklar, Movie-Made America, 162; Balio, American Film Industry, 213; and Jowett, Film: The Democratic Art, 482.


54. Monthly Labor Review 33 (August 1931): 261; Leiter, Musicians and Petrillo, 60; Overture, April 1938, 18. In Los Angeles, a city with a population of 1.5 million and the nation’s third largest musician’s union, only thirty musicians worked in theaters in 1938.

55. Federation News, August 30, 1930, 79. Hayden blasted the use of “robot music” and blamed big business for the musicians’ troubles: “We know that the forces behind
the moving picture trust are Bell Telephone, the Westinghouse, the General Electric, the Radio Corporation, the DuPons, and so forth."


57. Monthly Labor Review 33 (November 1931): 1014–16. One former organist had become chief usher and advertising agent for the theater in which he once performed. He made $25 a week, far less than the $62 he had earned, and the loss had forced him to move in with his mother-in-law. One musician who had earned $40 a week was "absolutely without means except for the little income that his wife [brought] in by occasional sewing."

58. International Musician, December 1938, 15. The AFM reported that Nicholas Schenck, representing both Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer and 20th Century-Fox, made this comment in 1938 labor negotiations.

59. Overture, May 1929, 21; American Federationist, October 1928, 1183. Weber said in 1928 that the musician "is not professionally jealous of this machine . . . because he does not concede the possibility that canned music can ever attain artistic quality, but he is fearful that it may work at least a temporary revolution in the musical field."

Chapter Three: Encountering Records and Radio


5. Leonard, Jazz and the White Americans, 96–97.


7. Ibid., 48–50; Sanjek, American Popular Music, 2:391. The total money Caruso earned from Victor was actually much higher. He was apparently paid an additional $10,000 for a second ten sides and then earned royalties over the next several years far exceeding these payments.

8. Official Proceedings, 1925–26, 33. In 1925–26 the union’s proceedings were biennial. The fidelity of early recordings was so poor that the emphasis was on singers, not instrumentalists. Orchestral recordings did not become technologically practical until 1913. Vern L. Countryman, “The Organized Musicians” (part 2), University of Chicago Law Review 16 (Winter 1948): 240–50.


13. Memoirs of Dorothy Humphreys, Dorothy Stephens Humphreys Papers, box 1, folder 5, Ohio Historical Society, Columbus.

14. Ibid. WCAH became WBNS. Humphreys performed for the station for twenty-five years.


18. *Intermezzo*, April 1924, 2.


20. In 1934 the wages of musicians in radio could range from $30 to $100 a week and more. Musicians in radio worked twelve to forty hours a week. *Official Proceedings*, 1934, 37. Also *Overture*, May 1933, 7.


27. J. Fred MacDonald, *Don’t Touch That Dial! Radio Programming in American
Life, 1920–1960 (Chicago: Nelson-Hall, 1979), 25. WEAF later became WRCA and eventually WNBC. WJZ was originally located in Newark, New Jersey, and relocated to New York. Some network affiliates hooked up to both WEAF and WJZ. RCA purchased WEAF from AT&T. Fees for radio programs depended partly on the size of the audiences to whom affiliates broadcast.


32. Billboard, October 18, 1941, 5; January 17, 1942, 6; Sanjek, American Popular Music, 3:256. The origins of ABC can be traced to a legal suit Mutual filed against RCA for $10.275 million in damages. The action was taken under the Sherman Antitrust Act. A few regional networks, such as the “Dixie,” “Yankee,” and “Southwest” chains, connected dozens of other stations. Pusateri, History of American Business, 268–70; Official Proceedings, 1934, 33.


36. Shaw, Jazz Age, 175.


Notes to Pages 70–74


41. Official Proceedings, 1932, 232, 250. Philadelphians attempted to levy a $3 tariff on stations for each network program they received. If the station employed a staff orchestra, the tariff would be lower.

42. Federation News, July 17, 1926, 3; Countryman, “Organized Musicians,” 248–49. Perplexing court rulings about the role of government in broadcasting and harsh criticism from broadcasters opposed to efforts to regulate radio caused confusion at the FRC. As a result, officials requested an opinion concerning federal authority in radio from the attorney general, who stated that Congress had “broken down” the regulatory power of the FCC over radio by not passing the necessary legislation. This statement apparently prompted the FRC to abandon policies established by Hoover.

43. Billboard, January 3, 1942, 67, 73; Leonard, Jazz and the White Americans, 91.

44. Billboard, November 29, 1941, 91; Eberly, Music in the Air, 86. Albums were also introduced in 1935. Jukebox operators paid only 21 cents for Decca records. See also James Lincoln Collier, Benny Goodman and the Swing Era (New York: Oxford University Press, 1989), 188–94.

45. Billboard, October 4, 1941, 65; Overture, August 1942, 22.

46. Official Proceedings, 1932, 250; Eberly, Music in the Air, 76–79, 178–94. The first commercial use of transcriptions by radio was apparently in 1929, when WOR demonstrated their capacity for high-quality reproduction of sound. Transcriptions spun at a slow thirty-three and one-half revolutions per minute.

47. In 1938, 46 percent of RCA-Thesaurus clients were not affiliated with any network. Broadcasting, April 15, 1939, 64. Also FCC, “Early History of Network Broadcasting,” 171; Countryman, “Organized Musicians,” 251; and Eberly, Music in the Air, 134.


50. Barnouw, Tower in Babel, 121–22; Mackey, “Development of NAB,” 310–17; Variety, May 24, 1923, 40. The ability of NAB to invade labor’s domain was made clear in 1940, when the association organized Broadcast Music Incorporated (BMI), a competitor to ASCAP made up of songwriters who agreed to abandon royalty demands in return for the chance to have their music on radio. With the formation of BMI, broadcasters had two sources from which they pulled musical selections. See also John Kenneth Galbraith, American Capitalism: The Concept of Countervailing Power (Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1956), 113.

51. Mackey, “Development of NAB,” 305–6. Mackey reports that in 1956 the NAB

52. As quoted in Sally Bedell Smith, *In All His Glory: The Life of William S. Paley, the Legendary Tycoon, and His Brilliant Circle* (New York: Simon and Schuster, 1990), 41. Paley's father had moved from Chicago largely because of the rising power of the local cigarmakers' union. During the 1919 strike young Paley ignored requests of the local Cigar Manufacturers' Association as well as the cigarmakers' union. See also Patricia A. Cooper, *Once a Cigar Maker: Men, Women, and Work Culture in American Cigar Factories, 1900–1919* (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1987), 301.


55. *Official Proceedings*, 1936, 205; 1934, 213.

56. The proposed tariff was $5. If the station receiving a chain program employed a staff orchestra, the tariff would be lowered to $3. Ibid., 1932, 251; 1935, 45–46.


58. *Official Proceedings*, 1928, 7–16; 1929, 53; 1934, 7–15, 249; 1935, 45–47. To locals that proposed that transcriptions be denied stations on the federation's “unfair list,” president Weber explained that the opportunity for enforcing such a rule would be “nil.” To locals that wanted to prevent networks from sending chain programs to stations not employing a staff orchestra, Weber maintained that such action would also be unenforceable and would involve the union in a dangerous altercation with the FCC.


60. The jobs of nearly one thousand musicians working for the three major networks had become an important asset to the financially troubled union. *Official Proceedings*, 1935, 46; 1937, 92.

61. Joseph N. Weber to All Local Unions, November 6, 1933, Papers of Local 47.

62. Postal telegraph from Weber to F. D. Pendleton, president of AFM Local 47 of Los Angeles, December 23, 1933, and Weber to “all locals of the AFM,” November 6 and 18, 1933, Papers of Local 47. Weber hoped to create part-time employment totaling 25 percent of the hours worked by regularly employed instrumentalists. Also *Intermezzo*, June 1934, 1; *Official Proceedings*, 1934, 31; C. Ellsworth Wylie, general manager of KJH, to Weber, January 12, 1934, Papers of Local 47.

63. Gerald King, manager, KFWB, to Frank Pendleton, president of AFM Local 47 of Los Angeles, Papers of Local 47. Clearly, relations between the AFM and station KFWB were not amicable. The manager of KFWB wrote, “Mr. Weber states he has no objection to our signing a contract with a musician if we will agree that his organization can make any changes in the contract which he may desire at any time hereafter.” The AFM, the manager believed, is “willing to trade a horseshoe for a horse any time.” See also *Official Proceedings*, 1934, 80.
Chapter Four: Playing in Hollywood between the Wars

1. Local 47 president Frank D. Pendleton to Joseph N. Weber, November 27, 1933, Papers of Local 47.

2. Overture, July 1938, 2; September 1938, 2; May 1933, 6–9. Filmmaking was the leading industry in Los Angeles in the 1920s. In 1939 it employed thirty thousand to forty thousand workers and spent an estimated $190 million on the manufacture of motion pictures. The city’s radio orchestras increased in size and number as the emergence of “sound stars” encouraged the networks to broadcast more shows from Los Angeles. In 1938 six Hollywood radio stations paid over $5 million to six hundred film stars. Carey McWilliams, Southern California: An Island on the Land (Santa Barbara: Peregrine Smith, 1973), 339–40.
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30. “Minutes of Special Meetings,” 40. The motion gave the executive board power to tell AFM members “to refrain from rendering services for any or all types of recording.” The board also received permission to enter “into the music-recording business in direct competition with other recording companies if, in the wisdom of the executive board, such action should be necessary to protect the interests of members of the AFM.” Union officers no doubt realized that such action was likely to result in antitrust proceedings.
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36. Broadcasting, November 24, 1947, 13; Overture, April 1948, 6. An additional request made by the networks concerned their efforts to adopt the “Chicago formula” for hiring staff orchestras in Los Angeles and New York. In Chicago, where 180 musicians worked full-time in staff orchestras yet very few musicians worked in commercial programs, the networks had the right to purchase the services of staff musicians and sell the services for any price to sponsors. The policy often produced profits for the networks. In Los Angeles, where ninety musicians worked full-time in staff orchestras and five hundred to six hundred musicians played on commercial programs, union
rules more clearly separated the roles of full-time and part-time musicians. Los Angeles forbade the networks to resell the services of full-time "sustaining" staff musicians, a policy designed to maximize employment for staff musicians. In New York 260 musicians worked in staff orchestras. That city had fewer commercial programs than Los Angeles and allowed stations to sell staff musicians for commercial programs, as long as this did not reduce employment opportunities for staff musicians.

37. Variety, November 26, 1947, 23. The networks also asked to use musicians for both "cooperative" and "participating" programs. For years the union had prohibited musicians from working on both types of programs. Its opposition to cooperative shows—network programs sponsored by several local companies on a regional basis—arose from concern for the jobs of instrumentalists in smaller stations. In contrast, opposition to participating shows—network programs sponsored by two or more national advertisers—stemmed from concern for big-city musicians, who stood to lose job opportunities if two advertisers already sponsoring separate programs decided to share ownership of a single program. Also Broadcasting, November 24, 1947, 13; and Overture, April 1948, 6. Representatives suggested that television would attract larger audiences if broadcasters could televise AM radio programs.

38. Correspondence of Phil Fischer, 3, Papers of Local 47. The remanding of the WAAF case to Judge La Buy's Chicago court had forced Petrillo to schedule new labor negotiations in his home town. Overture, April 1948, 6; Variety, November 26, 1947, 42. In an apparent effort to open the door to compromise, Petrillo made a single, significant concession to broadcasters. Since the networks were already carrying several cooperative programs featuring all-vocal groups not covered by AFM restrictions, Petrillo agreed to lift restrictions on cooperative broadcasting. The move had the effect of reducing job opportunities for musicians in smaller cities, but it served to increase radio employment in major media centers. Local 47 correctly predicted that cooperative programming would produce additional employment for approximately fifty musicians in Los Angeles. The press viewed the AFM's reversal on cooperative programming as a minor retreat, but Petrillo had long championed the ambitions of instrumentalists in less populated areas. He had launched the long wartime recording ban largely for their benefit. Sacrificing a measure of control over smaller job markets suggested that the AFM had become less capable of shaping labor relations.


40. Variety, December 10, 1947, 29, 32. "I think that Mr. Petrillo," Fischer explained, "was anxious to know the outcome of the case against him before proceeding any further. I think he felt that if the outcome of the trial was favorable . . . the Federation's position would be much stronger." Correspondence of Phil Fischer, 4, Papers of Local 47. Also Official Proceedings, 1947-48, 92-93; and House Committee on Education and Labor, Restrictive Union Practices of the American Federation of Musicians, 80th Cong., 2d sess., 1948, 381 (hereafter cited as Restrictive Union Practices). WAAF had apparently made $180,000 in profits after taxes without live music.

41. "Report on Stations," Correspondence of Phil Fischer, 2, Papers of Local 47.

The Kearns report suggested that before strikes, the National Labor Relations Board should conduct investigations to decide whether the majority of employees approved the strike. The Kearns committee held meetings in Los Angeles and New York as well as Washington, D.C.

43. Restrictive Union Practices, 3–5, 29. An executive from the Radio Manufacturers Association appeared, and the more recently formed Television Broadcasters Association and FM Association also sent their presidents to appear before the committee. Witnesses generally agreed that the practices of the AFM had hindered the progress of industry and the interests of consumers. As James Murray, vice president of RCA, said, "It is difficult to see how Mr. Petrillo is doing anyone any good."


48. "Statement of Milton Diamond to the Committee on Education and Labor of the House of Representatives," 3–12, Papers of Local 47. Diamond presented figures detailing the distribution of income within entertainment industries. He pointed out that members of radio staff orchestras now received only 3.5 percent of the radio industry's gross revenues, and musicians "other than leaders" secured but 1 percent of total record industry revenues. Diamond also noted that jukebox companies now collected over $230 million annually from four hundred thousand coin-operated machines, yet the companies "do not pay one penny to musicians." Although total sales of record companies in 1946 topped $165 million, the entire record industry paid musicians, excluding bandleaders, only $1.6 million. In regard to the motion-picture industry, Diamond explained that the salaries MGM and Columbia Pictures paid to musicians equaled 0.9 percent of the total expenditures of each firm. Before taxes, the profits of MGM studios were eighteen times the amount paid to musicians. Columbia's profits before taxes were 11.3 times its expenditure for musicians. Diamond stated that the film industry offered casual employment to 5,518 musicians, but "only 239 received full time employment." He asked the committee to consider "these cold facts" before passing judgment.

49. House Reports, 80th Cong., 4. Diamond defended the union as a democratic institution, explaining that musicians had a greater voice in the affairs of their union than did the stockholders of major corporations.


53. Ibid., March 24, 1948, 27, 33. Also Overture, April 1948, 6–7. The final bargaining sessions did not end until March 17, eleven days after they began. The union also lifted certain restrictions on participating programs.
The companies were Associated Program Service (Muzak), Lang-Worth Feature Programs, and Standard Radio Transcription Services. The first two companies filed charges against the AFM and New York Local 802. Standard, which had for some time been a thorn in the side of the union, filed charges in Los Angeles against the AFM and Local 47. On May 27 AFM lawyers countered accusations of the three transcription companies by submitting to the NLRB a legal defense of the union's position. Union arguments maintained that the recording ban was a direct dispute between musicians and record companies, and not a secondary boycott. The labor board's investigation continued for the next several months, requiring several meetings among AFM attorneys, NLRB officials, and legal representatives of the transcription companies.

On July 21, 1948, Associated Program Service (Muzak) withdrew its charges against the AFM. Charles T. Douds was the regional director of the NLRB. On December 10 Solicitor of Labor William S. Tyson informed Secretary of Labor Maurice J. Tobin that the fixed-fee proposal did not conflict with the Taft-Hartley Act. On December 13 Attorney General Tom C. Clark agreed.

Future trustees were to be appointed by the secretary of labor. Initially the Taft-Hartley Act stipulated that union unemployment funds could be used to help only employees of the employers who contributed to the fund. In other words, only musicians who made records could benefit from the AFM's unemployment fund. This was clearly contrary to the original intent of the fund, which was meant to aid instrumentalists harmed by the use of recorded music. The Supreme Court, however, interpreted the new law in such a way that all musicians could benefit from the unemployment fund. National Labor Relations Board v. E. C. Atkins and Co., 331 U.S. 398, 403, May 19, 1947. The new trust fund could be used to help nonunion as well as union musicians, but the union's grip on professional musical services and the logistical problems associated with distributing funds to nonunion musicians ensured that AFM members would be the primary beneficiaries of the new MPTF.


Conclusion


4. Interview with Lenny Atkins, Honolulu, October 8, 1993. The record industry has managed to reduce the size of its contributions to the MPTF since 1950 and the future of the fund is uncertain.


